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Dear Readers,
Feet are amazing. Scripture mentions them 
often, but I usually take them for granted - until 
I stub my toe. Then, all my attention shifts. I 
believe that’s what happens when you “walk a 
mile in someone else’s shoes”. You get a new 
appreciation for their struggles, responsibilities and 
joys... especially if you take the time to “wash one 
another’s feet” - either figuratively or practically. 
It can be humbling for both parties involved. And 
if the feet you are washing are injured in some 
way, you have an opportunity to become more 
understanding about the pain they endure. If your 
feet are the ones being washed, you appreciate 
the gentleness of someone who is familiar with 
your “weakness”... or ticklishness. We can either 
help or hinder the walk of others by how we live 
our lives. So - “ ‘Make level paths for your feet to 
walk on.’ (Proverbs 4:26) Then those who have 
trouble walking won’t be disabled. Instead, they 
will be healed.” - Hebrews 12:13 (NIRV)

Laura Hesselink
Director of Operations
earth@earth-mission.org

Prayers Requests
FOR EARTH MISSION ASIA: 

• Thankful for the life of EhKoo Say.
• Pray for the Rain Tree Clinic during the rainy 

season - that the people who need help can 
come and receive the treatment and care they 
need from our staff and students.  

• Pray for our students and the teachers’ 
evaluations as they are half way through this 
training year. 

• We always need your prayers as EMA grows - 
that we depend on God’s wisdom and leading. 

FOR ONETOANOTHER:

• Praise for the consistency of the education 
in this community, committed and dedicated 
teaching staff, God’s continued provision for 
the school and Grades 5 and 8 as the passed 
the government board exams.

• Pray for increased cooperation of the parents 
at the school and funding to repair parts of the 
school that have been damaged by heavy rain.

• Please pray funds for an Ultra-sound machine 
and for VMH staffing needs.

• Pray for funds for the Fort Monroe Project.
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Earth Mission Asia 
Have you ever wondered: “How much time does 
it takes to reach my local hospital?”
As more Karen patients come for the first time 
to our clinics, we feel very humbled and hopeful 
for the help we are all providing. Often times, the 
people we see have had to travel on bumpy 
roads for hours on motorcycle or by foot in the 
heat or rain. Some tell us that there is a clinic 
or hospital closer, but they can’t help them - or 
choose not to help them because of culture and 
language barriers. And so, these people travel far 
distances, and in precarious conditions, to come 
and see our local Karen staff. 
“This newborn came to us about 2 weeks ago. 
We were the third hospital to see her. With a high 
fever and increasingly frequent seizures, time was 
running out and mom knew it. The first hospital 
told mom it was a hopeless case and refused 
to admit her. The second hospital said they had 
to pay first and sent them away. By the time she 
got to us, the baby was seizing almost constantly. 
Somehow our Karen nurses got an IV in - that’s no 
joke in a newborn who is seizing - and started IV 
antibiotics for presumed meningitis. This picture 
was taken a couple days ago. Alert. Eating well. 
No seizures. In fact, this morning she opened her 
eyes, was looking at me... and smiled! 

/earthmissionasia

/earthmissionasia

info@earthmissionasia.org

earthmissionasia.org

Mom saw it and immediately started talking 
excitedly as if it had some significance. OK... at 
5 weeks of age, it was probably just gas but... it 
was still one of those blessings only a little life 
like this can give. The cost of our medicines? 
About USD $1.80 per day. That’s right...one 
dollar and eighty cents. The baby was named 
after everything the parents value...EhKoo Say. 
Love...the cold...and silver. $1.80 a day worth of 
silver.” - Dr. Mitch Ryan (EMA Program Director)
These stories show the results of the work we are 
doing together as a team, from our homes to the 
homes of people living in the deepest regions of 
Myanmar. We need your voices to continue to 
provide Health for the Hidden and to advocate 
for EMA. Share this story with those you love.

Picture: EhKoo Say, 5-week old baby, being treated at the T-RAD Clinic 
in Ler Doh (Kyaukkyi), Myanmar.
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OnetoAnother 
- Rufin School Update: Our last session 2018-19 
has been a successful school year once again. 
We had 139 students enrolled in the school from 
preschool to grade 8, with 10 teachers and 2 
support staff. Throughout the year, our teaching 
staff worked really hard with the students to help 
them learn new concepts. During the school 
year we had lots of activities such as: sports day, 
mango festival, students’ counseling, parents and 
teachers’ meetings and singing lessons.
Final exams were held in March and all the 
students were promoted to the next classes. Our 
5th and 8th grade’ students appeared for the 
government board exams and they also passed 
their exams obtaining very good marks. 
Session 2019-20 will start with an expected 141 
students in August 2019. Due to the hot weather 
the school is closed until mid August. The teaching 
staff will meet during the first week of August 
to have a teacher’s training session and also to 
prepare for the coming academic year.

- Victoria Memorial Hospital (VMH) Update: We 
are still waiting on getting our registration from 
the Punjab Health Commission. Please pray that 
this process will be completed soon so that 
we can start VMH. We have recently purchased 

/1toAnother

zeeshanlaaldin@gmail.com 

equipment for the lab which has been a huge 
answer to prayer. 
- Proposed Fort Monroe Project Update: 
Unfortunately, the organization in Pakistan that 
we were hoping to collaborate with for providing 
solar lights to this community has not been very 
cooperative. However, we are hoping to raise 
about $5,000 to install a network of water pipes 
to provide clean  drinking water. There are 7 
small communities in this area that we hope to 
provide water to. Currently, these communities 
spend a significant amount of time travelling by 
foot to get water for their families each day.

Picture: Students from the Rufin school with their teacher. 
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